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ABSTRACT























Both﻿ the﻿ ideas﻿of﻿a﻿smart﻿city﻿and﻿smart﻿government﻿have﻿been﻿conceived﻿as﻿approaches﻿ to﻿
address﻿such﻿complex﻿urban﻿problems.﻿The﻿smart﻿city﻿and﻿smart﻿government﻿approaches﻿make﻿use﻿
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media﻿platforms,﻿which﻿ is﻿ later﻿confirmed﻿ for﻿our﻿ set﻿of﻿cases.﻿Thirteen﻿digital﻿media﻿platforms﻿
for﻿ smart﻿governments﻿and﻿smart﻿ cities﻿are﻿compared,﻿ including﻿Better Reikjavik﻿ in﻿ Iceland,﻿Fix 
My Street,﻿Open Street Map﻿and﻿Small Business Research Initiative﻿in﻿UK,﻿Línea Verde﻿in﻿Spain,﻿
Madame la Maire, J´ai un idée﻿in﻿Paris,﻿Billiji,﻿New Urban Mechanics,﻿and﻿Youth Boston﻿in﻿Boston﻿











Table 1. Findings and comparisons among e-platforms
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Among﻿ these﻿factors,﻿ (smart)﻿governance﻿can﻿be﻿considered﻿as﻿ the﻿core﻿and﻿most﻿ important﻿















Figure 1. The three main governance stakeholders and their relationships
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In﻿2001,﻿ the﻿European﻿Union﻿published﻿ a﻿white﻿ paper﻿ aimed﻿ to﻿bring﻿ citizens﻿ closer﻿ to﻿ the﻿
European﻿institutions.﻿This﻿entailed﻿encouraging﻿strategies﻿to﻿consolidate﻿governance,﻿by﻿means﻿of﻿
initiatives﻿and﻿grants.





















The﻿ motivation﻿ of﻿ this﻿ work﻿ is﻿ to﻿ understand﻿ the﻿ consequences﻿ of﻿ different﻿ e-governance﻿
approaches,﻿looking﻿into﻿cases﻿of﻿platforms﻿with﻿direct﻿or﻿potential﻿link﻿with﻿smart﻿city﻿initiatives.﻿
Our﻿ultimate﻿goal﻿is﻿to﻿understand﻿the﻿link﻿between﻿e-governance﻿and﻿smart﻿city﻿initiatives﻿in﻿our﻿









thirteen﻿cases﻿of﻿study,﻿including﻿Better Reikjavik﻿in﻿Iceland,﻿Fix My Street,﻿Open Street Map﻿and﻿
Small Business Research Initiative﻿in﻿UK,﻿Línea Verde﻿in﻿Spain,﻿Madame la Maire, J´ai un idée﻿in﻿
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in﻿ real﻿ time,﻿as﻿well﻿as﻿ the﻿access﻿ to﻿archived﻿audios﻿and﻿videos﻿of﻿public﻿meetings.﻿With﻿ these﻿
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and﻿Andrulis﻿ (2008),﻿ or﻿ on﻿ the﻿ contrary,﻿ examples﻿ start﻿ to﻿ abound﻿ showing﻿ that﻿ e-platforms﻿ are﻿
illustrations﻿of﻿such﻿applications﻿on﻿a﻿global﻿scale.
our Choice of Platforms was Pursued in Early 2016
•﻿ Better Reikjavik (Iceland):﻿ This﻿ is﻿ an﻿ online﻿ consultation﻿ forum﻿ where﻿ citizens﻿ are﻿ given﻿






















•﻿ SBRI - Small Business Research Initiative (UK):﻿This﻿ is﻿a﻿platform﻿that﻿connects﻿public﻿
sector﻿challenges﻿with﻿new﻿ideas﻿from﻿industry.﻿The﻿goal﻿of﻿this﻿G2B﻿platform﻿is﻿to﻿support﻿
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•﻿ Youth Boston (Boston):﻿Youth Lead the Change﻿is﻿a﻿platform﻿for﻿participatory﻿budgeting﻿
process﻿where﻿young﻿12﻿ to﻿25﻿years-old﻿Bostonians﻿decide﻿how﻿ to﻿ spend﻿$1,000,000﻿of﻿
















•﻿ Peta Jakarta (Indonesia):﻿This﻿is﻿an﻿open﻿source﻿flood﻿map﻿for﻿the﻿city﻿of﻿Jakarta,﻿Indonesia,﻿
which﻿ experiences﻿ severe﻿ flooding﻿ on﻿ an﻿ annual﻿ basis.﻿ It﻿ offers﻿ up-to-date﻿ information,﻿
critical﻿for﻿relief﻿and﻿response﻿efforts﻿to﻿be﻿targeted﻿and﻿effective.﻿PetaJakarta﻿combines﻿
information﻿about﻿the﻿extent﻿and﻿locations﻿of﻿disasters,﻿such﻿as﻿floods,﻿which﻿is﻿key﻿to﻿reduce﻿
harmful﻿ impacts﻿ and﻿maximizing﻿ resilience.﻿PetaJakarta﻿ enables﻿ the﻿ Jakarta﻿Emergency﻿
Management﻿Agency﻿to﻿see﻿locations﻿of﻿flooding﻿across﻿the﻿entire﻿city﻿at﻿a﻿glance,﻿meaning﻿
less﻿time﻿for﻿data﻿collection﻿and﻿more﻿time﻿for﻿response.﻿The﻿PetaJakarta.org﻿website﻿combines﻿
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different﻿data﻿–from﻿social﻿media﻿reports﻿to﻿river﻿gauge﻿measurements–﻿to﻿provide﻿the﻿best﻿





and﻿ ask﻿ for﻿ services.﻿ The﻿ platform﻿ aims﻿ to﻿ strengthen﻿ communities﻿ in﻿ Singapore﻿ and﻿
making﻿more﻿efficient﻿use﻿of﻿resources.﻿A﻿‘lend﻿and﻿borrow’﻿function﻿uses﻿postcodes﻿to﻿
help﻿people﻿to﻿find﻿others﻿in﻿their﻿neighborhood﻿who﻿have﻿items﻿they﻿are﻿willing﻿to﻿share﻿







provided﻿ software﻿ and﻿ services﻿ to﻿government﻿ sectors﻿ and﻿civil﻿ society﻿ to﻿help﻿ improving﻿
the﻿bottom﻿up﻿flow﻿of﻿ information.﻿They﻿aim﻿ to﻿provide﻿people﻿with﻿easy﻿communication﻿




























Better Reikjavik﻿in﻿Iceland,﻿New Urban Mechanics,﻿Fix My Street﻿in﻿UK,﻿Línea Verde﻿in﻿Spain,﻿
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are﻿suited﻿within﻿this﻿case:﻿Better Reikjavik﻿in﻿Iceland,﻿Youth Boston﻿in﻿Boston﻿city,﻿Madame la 
Maire, J´ai un idée﻿in﻿Paris,﻿Linea Verde﻿in﻿several﻿Spanish﻿cities;











Once﻿ government-to-citizens﻿ application﻿ cases﻿ have﻿ been﻿ presented,﻿ the﻿ researchers﻿ turn﻿ on﻿
government-to-business﻿ digital﻿ platforms﻿ (G2B).﻿ In﻿ government-to-business﻿ e-governance,﻿ the﻿
researchers﻿ identify﻿ the﻿ following﻿ application﻿ cases﻿ that﻿ are﻿ further﻿ explained﻿ below:﻿ 1)﻿ finding﻿
business﻿partners﻿in﻿government﻿and﻿city﻿services,﻿2)﻿informing﻿companies﻿and﻿3)﻿online﻿support﻿in﻿
legal﻿and﻿administrative﻿consultancy:
•﻿ Finding business partners in government and city services:﻿Here﻿the﻿goal﻿is﻿the﻿connection﻿
of﻿the﻿government﻿with﻿the﻿industry.﻿The﻿target﻿could﻿be﻿industry﻿partners﻿for﻿the﻿realization﻿




UK,﻿Línea Verde﻿in﻿Spain,﻿Blockpooling﻿in﻿Singapore,﻿Sharing Car Seoul﻿in﻿Korea,﻿and﻿Small 
Business Research Initiative﻿in﻿UK;
•﻿ Informing the companies about events that involve or are related with their businesses and 
the government agencies:﻿Such﻿as﻿public﻿calls,﻿initiatives﻿and﻿projects,﻿grants﻿and﻿subventions,﻿
and﻿exhibitions,﻿fairs,﻿seminars﻿and﻿conferences.﻿Here﻿digital﻿media﻿platforms﻿would﻿suggest﻿
business﻿ opportunities﻿ according﻿ to﻿ implicit﻿ government﻿ and﻿ citizens’﻿ needs,﻿ especially﻿ at﻿
municipal﻿level.﻿No﻿digital﻿media﻿platform﻿was﻿reported﻿to﻿address﻿these﻿services﻿at﻿the﻿time﻿
the﻿empirical﻿work﻿was﻿carried﻿out;
•﻿ Providing the companies with online support in legal and administrative consultancy:﻿On﻿
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In﻿ addition﻿ to﻿ (certain)﻿ lack﻿ of﻿ interoperability,﻿ governmental﻿ organizations﻿ are﻿ usually﻿






•﻿ Enhancing the government electronic interoperability:﻿Here﻿the﻿researchers﻿would﻿include﻿
effective﻿ digital﻿ media﻿ platforms﻿ that﻿ aggregate﻿ and﻿ transfer﻿ knowledge﻿ from/towards﻿
different﻿agents;




•﻿ Providing government employees with recommendations of professional events:﻿Digital﻿media﻿
platforms﻿could﻿generate﻿personalized﻿suggestions﻿of﻿available﻿job﻿positions,﻿new﻿promotion﻿







categories﻿were﻿found﻿in﻿the﻿following﻿digital﻿platforms:﻿Billiji﻿in﻿Korea,﻿Fix My Street﻿in﻿UK,﻿Línea 
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The﻿ authors﻿ have﻿ reviewed﻿ the﻿ rise﻿ of﻿ digital﻿ media﻿ platforms﻿ in﻿ e-governance,﻿ analyzing﻿
application﻿cases﻿for﻿G2C,﻿G2B﻿and﻿G2G﻿services.﻿To﻿do﻿so,﻿the﻿authors﻿explored﻿thirteen﻿digital﻿
media﻿platforms﻿for﻿smart﻿governments﻿and﻿smart﻿cities,﻿including﻿Better Reikjavik﻿in﻿Iceland,﻿Fix 
My Street,﻿Open Street Map﻿and﻿Small Business Research Initiative﻿in﻿UK,﻿Línea Verde﻿in﻿Spain,﻿
Madame la Maire, J´ai un idée﻿in﻿Paris,﻿Billiji,﻿New Urban Mechanics,﻿and﻿Youth Boston﻿in﻿Boston﻿










The﻿ limitations﻿ of﻿ this﻿ analysis﻿ have﻿ to﻿ do﻿with﻿ the﻿ relatively﻿ small﻿ set﻿ of﻿ digital﻿ platforms﻿
(thirteen﻿ in﻿ total).﻿ However,﻿ our﻿ study﻿ has﻿ generated﻿ enough﻿ conclusions﻿ aimed﻿ to﻿ improve﻿ the﻿
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